Active ellipse model and automatic chamber detection in apical views of echocardiography images.
In this article, an automatic method for detection of all chambers in apical two- and four-chamber views is proposed. The method is based on four evolving ellipses with their sizes and alignments (centre point) gradually changing through iterations until they reach to the point that approximates the chamber boundaries. The interaction between the internal, external and inter-elliptic forces controls the simultaneous evolution of ellipses. Since no prior assumption of the approximate location is required with our approach, the specialists are not required to locate the centre points of chambers in apical images, making the overall segmentation fully automated. Moreover, the resultant ellipse inside a chamber could be used as the initial contour in segmentation techniques such as active contour models, where the initial contour has a significant role for higher accuracy and faster convergence. The simplicity of equations developed in our approach make for a computationally faster algorithm, compared with former approaches that utilize morphologic operators. Our evolving ellipse does not go beyond the gaps, a problem that normally exists within boundaries in echo images, making our overall segmentation process more robust against the gaps. To evaluate the proposed method, a subset of 80 images is selected and three observers are requested to manually draw best ellipses inside the images and compare them with our results. The obtained dice coefficient results (87.62 ± 4.53% for observer-1, 83.18 ± 6.20% for observer-2, 86.02 ± 5.16% for observer-3) indicate that the proposed method has a useful performance.